How are you, @partners?

🪐 What's happening in tech this week:

The Noonification by HackerNoon has got you covered with fresh content from our top 5 stories of the day, every day at noon your local time! Set email preference here.

Why The Tesla Robot Won't Work
By @edemgold [ 2 Min read ]

Everything you need to know about the Tesla Robot, what we know about this new machine, what we think it will be capable of doing and why we think it wont work Read More.

400+ Thought-Provoking Software Engineering Quotes
By @mcsee [ 2 Min read ]

The most complete curated collection of software and programming quotes Read More.

**How to Implement Video Ads in React Native Apps**

By @cabhara [ 2 Min read ]

A guide on how to add inline video ads to your react native iOS app Read More.

**5 Best Cloud Games Currently Available on Nintendo Switch**
By @bryoreotendo2021 [ 6 Min read ]

Today, Im gonna cover something that most people are not excited by: Cloud Gaming on Nintendo Switch. Read More.

**Towards Open Options Chains Part II: Foundational ETL Code**
By @chrischow [ 2 Min read ]

In Towards Open Options Chains, Chris Chow presents his solution for collecting options data: a data pipeline with Airflow, PostgreSQL, and Docker. Read More.

Message from Sponsor: When developers code faster, they're naturally apt to make more errors. Progressive delivery is a method of software development that allows organizations to release updated apps rapidly while maintaining quality and minimizing the chance of bugs wreaking havoc on the stability of the app. Learn more here!

What happened in your world this week?

It's been said that writing can help consolidate technical knowledge, establish credibility, and contribute to emerging community standards. Feeling stuck? We got you covered 🚶‍♂️🚶‍♂️🚶‍♂️

ANSWER THESE GREATEST INTERVIEW QUESTIONS OF ALL TIME

We hope you enjoy this worth of free reading material. Feel free to forward this email to a nerdy friend who'll love you for it.

See you on Planet Internet! With love,

The Hacker Noon Team 👍